Reinventing America for the Next Generation Workforce: Sage
Clarity launches "The Idea Lab"

CHICAGO, March 26, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Sage Clarity, a global manufacturing technology and advisory
services provider, announced today the launch of the Clarity Idea Lab. The Idea Lab showcases cutting edge
solutions focused on the Next Generation Manufacturing Enterprise.
Idea Lab solutions, http://sageclarity.com/idea-lab/ advance the user experience beyond traditional
enterprise software solutions for manufacturing. Solutions employ cutting edge advanced technology used
in creative ways to engage the workforce. Idea lab solutions include intelligent data mining big data
applications, mobile business intelligence solutions and highly interactive factory floor advanced
visualization applications.
One example in the idea lab is the Factory Media Center (http://sageclarity.com/idea-lab/factory-mediacenter/) that utilizes a 90" touch screen designed to immerse plant floor workers in real-time
manufacturing performance data. It brings together operators, engineers, and managers for collaboration
and interaction with real-time information.
"The Factory Media Center creates a Minority Report type user experience on the plant floor," said John
Oskin, CEO of Sage Clarity. "It raises the level of engagement that plant floor workers have with plant floor
information. This kind of technology creates a unique user experience for the next generation hyper
Informance enabled workforce of the future."
Reinventing America for the next generation workforce requires a forward thinking view of how factory
workers and factory management interact with each other and the machinery around them. Idea Lab
Solutions bring software and technology together for a user experience that makes it both interesting and
productive for interacting with information. Sage Clarity is committed to developing new and innovative
solutions that meet this criteria. Check back periodically to the Idea Lab for new and exciting solutions
added to the portfolio.
http://sageclarity.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Factory-Media-Center-11.png

About Sage Clarity
Located in Chicago, Sage Clarity is developing solutions to enable the "Next Generation Manufacturing
Enterprise." Sage Clarity is a leading provider of Manufacturing Intelligence solutions, developing cutting
edge concepts to elevate manufacturing visibility and performance. By combining best-of-breed software
capabilities with advisory services, Sage Clarity delivers comprehensive solutions enabling enterprises to
achieve a higher level of manufacturing and supply chain performance with real time visibility and valuable
insights into manufacturing operations. For more information visit, http://sageclarity.com or contact us at
800-809-3042.
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